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Abstract:
Both Mexico and United States share a border as well as Mexico being the country with the most American citizens living abroad and United States housing millions of individuals of Mexican descent, Covid 19 has impacted the world and both countries health system Mexico having to deal with the impact of a pandemic with a much lower budget and personnel compared to United States and as well United States having to deal with a pandemic occurring in a country with more 330,000,000 persons of all type of ethnicities United states has being the country with the most cases confirmed of covid 19 in the World in this article we will compare the first 6 months of covid 19 in Mexico as well as in the United States and current data for nowadays of Covid 19.
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Introduction
When we compare how the pandemic happened in both countries we can see that there was a time difference in between Mexico having its first Covid 19 case compared to Unites States, In United States the first recorded case happened on January while the first covid 19 case in Mexico occurred in February.
In 2019 the novel coronavirus was first detected in Wuhan, China, promptly new cases were confirmed all over the world. On January 19 of 2020 a 35-year-old man with travel history and 4 days of cough and suggestive fever walked into a clinic in Snohomish County, Washington; by January 20 the first case of COVID 19 in USA was reported. Six days later on January 26 of 2020 Washington announced the first two deaths in the country caused by the pandemic. Washington had the highest absolute number of confirmed cases and the highest number per capita of any state in the country, until it was surpassed by New York State on April 10, 2020. [1]
For Mexico we know that the first confirmed case occurred in a 35 year old male it was detected in Mexico City which for this case was the city with the highest number of cases in general most of them confirmed with PCR. This 35 year old male had traveled to Italy days before being confirmed with Covid 19, this was confirmed on the same night by the Director General of Epidemiology and National Focal Point for International Health Regulations
In Mexico most cases of covid occurred in Mexico City [1]
Figure 1: Actual Mexico City statistics. In Mexico city most cases of covid have occurred over here 664,000 cases occurred out of which 34,292 patients died. The average age in Mexico city for most cases was in the age between 46 years old, until April, 12,000 cases had being confirmed ranging between 30-59 years old, and most cases were male patients, at least 58% of the patients hospitalized for covid in Mexico city after the first 3 months were male patients. By may 2020 more than 87,512 cases had being confirmed in Mexico out of them 9779 cases were fatal. Mean while by June 2020 220,000 cases of covid had being confirmed out of this 23,389 were active as well as 27,121 of them were fatal, with 556,000 thousand individuals being negative for covid 19. By July and august 2020 395,000 cases of covid had being confirmed most patients being male patients most of them with comorbidities, and 44,000 deaths confirmed. 256,000 recovered cases of covid 19. By August 2020 537,000 cases of covid had being confirmed in Mexico.

Figure 2: Actual New York statistics. In the first 6 months of covid 19 537,000 cases of covid had being confirmed in Mexico with a death toll of 44,000 deaths confirmed in Mexico out of this most cases occurred in Mexico City. When we compared this numbers we can see that in United States the first confirmed case occurred on March 1st 2020. On Sunday March 1 of 2020 the first case OF COVID 19 was confirmed and reported in New York; by April 10 of 2020 New York was reported with more confirmed cases than any other country outside the USA. After 3 months into the pandemic 203,000 cases of laboratory confirmed cases were reported in NYC, positioning New York as the epicenter of the disease in United states. The crude fatality rate among confirmed cases was 9.2% overall and 32.1% among hospitalized patients. Incidence, hospitalization rates, and mortality were highest among Black/African American and Hispanic/Latino persons, as well as those who were living in neighborhoods with high poverty, aged ≥75 years, and with underlying medical conditions.
When we compared the numbers seen in the two cities with the most cases we can see that New York City had amazed more than 203,000 cases which if it were compared to Mexico City we can see that from the first case confirmed in January to April 12,000 cases had being confirmed for covid 19, out of this number this represents roughly 5.9% of the number of cases reported in New York most cases being male patients over 60 years of age and with comorbidities. On January 31 the center for disease control and prevention confirmed the first case in San Jose, California. [5] By mid-October California, Texas and Florida exceeded NYC death rate and California became the state with the higher rates of damage by the COVID 19. [6]

Today’s data situate Vermont as the state with less total cases and death rate reported and Louisiana, Hawaii, Nebraska and Maine have no active cases. [2]

Today United States has the first place in ranking of COVID worldwide with a total case of 33,695,916 cases reported through all the country. [2]
on June 01st 2021 2,605,303 patients have being confirmed with covid 19 out of them there has being a death toll of 227,840 cases and 1,930,608 cases have recovered most cases have occurred in Mexico City and there has being a significant decline in the number of cases of covid 19 in the country because vaccinations have being applied to geriatric individuals aswell as in the United States most individuals have being vaccinated In the United States 28,756,489 cases have being confirmed with 515,000 patients dying due to covid 19, data being from march 07th 2021. With 8134 patients being hospitalized in the ICU and 2802 patients under mechanical ventilator.

We can see the the countries had there most cases in the biggest cities that they have both New York as well as Mexico City were the epicenter for the disease in both countries, with most cases having being confirmed in the areas with the most poverty and being spread between people of older age raging from 60 years old or more years, Mexico has had a number of 2,605,303 cases out of a population of 130,000,000 people having a that is 2% of their population meanwhile the United States had a number of cases of 8.7% of their populations has being confirmed to had contracted covid 19 during the pandemic, both countries have struggle with the pandemic but United States has applied far more test meanwhile Mexico has one of the lowest percentages of patients tested for covid 19, most patients don’t arrive at the Hospital until it is too late because they don’t trust the government nor the health system in Mexico aswell as Mexico City, for the Mexico numbers we know that most patients don’t believe covid 19 exist and believe the pandemic to be a haux of some sort.

Vaccinations are being applied in both countries with US health system recovering financially from the pandemic, the Mexican health system has being overwhelmed too by the covid 19 pandemic.
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